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More asking: Is Trump racist?
ANALYSIS » After vulgar
comments, many wonder
about president’s values
By PETER BAKER
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — As he signed a
proclamation marking the holiday
next week honoring the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr., President Donald
Trump on Friday recalled the civil
rights leader’s message that “no mat-

to lawmakers that the United
ter what the color of our skin
States should accept more
or the place of our birth, we
immigrants from places like
are created equal by God.”
Norway instead of from Haiti
Then came the questions
or “shithole countries” in Affrom reporters.
rica did not sound consistent
“Mr. President, are you a
with the notion that all people
racist?”
are equal no matter the place
He did not answer and inof their birth or the color of
stead headed for the door.
Donald
their skin.
It is a question many were Trump
If it were a one-time comasking after the latest charged
episode in a presidency that has played ment, an inadvertent insensitivity, it
out along the nation’s racial fault lines would still have stirred a firestorm.
from its beginning. Trump’s comment But Trump has said so many things on

so many occasions that have rubbed
the raw edges of race in America that
they have raised the larger question.
A country tainted at its founding by
slavery and struggling with that legacy ever since is now led by a chief executive who, intentionally or not, has
fanned, rather than doused, the fires
that divide white, black and brown.
The president’s approach to race has
by many accounts damaged America’s
standing in the world and complicated
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parks — scars and all
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Debris
cleanup
moves
forward
State agency authorizes
new contract agreement,
avoiding potential delay
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Northern California’s massive
government-sponsored
cleanup of debris from the October wildfires is back on track after a new contract approved by
state leaders allowed the effort
to move forward, despite formal
protests filed earlier this week
against two previous federal
agreements.
The Governor’s Office of
Emergency Services said it authorized a new agreement Friday with the Burlingame-based
company ECC to advance the
public debris removal program
in Sonoma, Napa and Mendocino counties without delay.
Federal officials had already
signed off on two major contracts to govern the remainder
of the cleanup, but work associated with those agreements
stopped earlier this week following objections filed by Florida
TURN TO CLEANUP » PAGE A8
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Park manager John Roney, left, hands a shovel to volunteer Dave Chalk on Wednesday as they work to repair fire-damaged Pony Gate trail at
Sugarloaf Ridge State Park in Kenwood. Park managers are preparing to welcome visitors back to sections of Hood Mountain and Sugarloaf.

Visitors to be welcomed back in week as recreation areas partially reopen
By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

he fire-scarred hillsides that make up
Hood Mountain Regional Park and
adjoining Sugarloaf Ridge State Park in
Kenwood still face years of recovery from last
year’s inferno, as anyone passing through the
Sonoma Valley can see.
But park managers are preparing to welcome visitors back a week from now to sections of both public spaces, offering glimpses
of nature’s renewal and motivation to explore
the parks’ less visited northern reaches.
The Jan. 20 reopening of the Los Alamos Road gate, which provides access from
Sonoma Highway both to Hood Mountain and
to Sugarloaf Ridge’s McCormick Addition,
marks the first opportunity for the public to
begin reclaiming recreational lands closed to
users since flames tore through the Mayacamas Mountains three months ago.
Though not quite half of Hood Mountain
Regional Park and Open Space Preserve will
TURN TO PARKS » PAGE A2

TECHNICAL FALLOUT

Why Uber
paid $100K
to a hacker
By NICOLE PERLROTH
AND MIKE ISAAC
NEW YORK TIMES

A buck runs through the campgrounds at Sugarloaf Ridge State Park on Wednesday.

“It’s still beautiful, even with all the browned, burned, black hills.”

SAN FRANCISCO — “Hello
Joe,” read the November 2016
email from someone identifying
himself as “John Doughs.” “I
have found a major vulnerability
in Uber.”
The email appeared to be no
different from other messages
that Joe Sullivan, Uber’s chief
security officer, and his team routinely received through the company’s “bug bounty” program,
which pays hackers for reporting
holes in the ride-hailing service’s
systems, according to current and
former Uber security employees.
Yet the note and Uber’s eventual $100,000 payment to the
hacker, which was initially celebrated internally as a rare win
in corporate security, have since

MARTY HAIDET, one of several volunteers who took part in recent trail repairs within the fire perimeter at Sugarloaf Ridge
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